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The Imperial Japanese Navy's strike on U.S. naval and air forces at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii on 7 December 1941 has been widely characterized as a strategic failure. Examining the attack, known to the Japanese as "Operation Hawaii," from a contemporary operational art perspective, this paper contends, however, that the preemptive attack, viewed as an operational fire for Japan's Southern Operation, was operationally sound, and tactically successful. It achieved its operational objective of preventing the U.S. Pacific Fleet from attacking Japan's eastern flank while Japanese military forces were engaged in the conquest of the Southern Resource Area. Crippling the Pacific Fleet afforded Japan more time to consolidate her territorial gains, and establish a defensive perimeter.

Several lessons learned from the analysis, pertinent for today's operational planners, are identified.
ABSTRACT OF
JAPAN'S "OPERATION HAWAII" - AN OPERATIONAL ART CASE STUDY

The Imperial Japanese Navy's strike on U.S. naval and air forces at Pearl Harbor has been widely characterized as a strategic failure. Examining the attack, known as "Operation Hawaii," from a contemporary operational art perspective, this paper contends, however, that the preemptive attack, viewed as an operational fire for Japan's Southern Operation, was operationally sound, and tactically successful. It achieved its operational goal of preventing the U.S. Pacific Fleet from attacking Japan's eastern flank while Japanese military forces were engaged in the conquest of the Southern Resources Area. Crippling the Pacific Fleet afforded Japan more time to consolidate her territorial gains, and establish a defensive perimeter.

Several lessons learned from the analysis, pertinent for today's operational planners, are identified.
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"AIR RAID PEARL HARBOR. THIS IS NOT A DRILL!"¹

December 7th, 1941 at 0755 local in Hawaii was a mild, partly cloudy, quiet Sunday morning. In and around Pearl Harbor, the U.S. Pacific Fleet's new homeport, the boatswain's mates were piping "first call to colors", and the ships and air fields were just coming alive. That Sunday, however, would be anything but a routine day of rest.

Just a few minutes earlier Commander Mitsuo Fuchida, Imperial Japanese Navy, had given the attack signal, "To! To! To!", to the flight leaders of the first of two waves of an attacking Japanese naval air armada. A moment later, certain that they had caught the [Americans] unawares, [he] shouted, "Tora! Tora! Tora!" (Tiger! Tiger! Tiger!)—the code words signifying that they had achieved surprise.² Suddenly, the air was swarming with Japanese planes. Zeros seemed to be everywhere. Dive-bombers charged down at army and navy air fields, and battleships. Torpedo planes swooped down at near water level with battleships in their sights. "In the swift arcing fall of the first bomb from the first plunging warplane with the...big red spots on its wings, the quiet of serenity vomited upwards into a thunderous inferno of destruction."³ At 0945, Fuchida retired, the last of Japan's 353 air attackers⁴ to depart, leaving in their wake billows of black smoke and bright flames.

In less than two hours, the Japanese raiders had achieved their most important objective, wrecking the Pacific Fleet battle line;⁵ they had sunk or damaged all eight battleships, damaged three light cruisers, reduced three destroyers to junk and damaged one other, sunk two auxiliaries and damaged four others, destroyed 188 U.S. military aircraft and damaged another 159. Over 2,300 officers and men had been killed and more than 1,100 others wounded.⁶ Having no more battleships available in the Pacific in the near term, the United States was forced to scrap its Rainbow-5 war plan to engage the Imperial Japanese Navy in the Western Pacific; "for three months following the Pearl Harbor attack the Pacific was practically a Japanese lake."⁷ Until the Americans could reconstitute the Fleet, the United States would have to settle for a defensive strategy, based on its carrier battle groups.

Within hours of the strike on Pearl Harbor, Imperial Japanese army and naval forces began the southern advance, attacking and capturing Wake, Guam, Malaya, the Philippines and Netherlands East Indies, and drove the Royal Navy from the eastern Indian and western Pacific Oceans.⁸
INTRODUCTION

- What military conditions will achieve the strategic objectives in the theater of operations?
- What sequence of actions is most likely to produce these conditions?
- How should the commander apply resources...to accomplish that sequence of actions? - FM 100-5 8

The Imperial Japanese Navy's strike on U.S. forces in and about Pearl Harbor has been considered a tactical success yet a strategic failure by many military and maritime historians. Examining Admiral (ADM) Isoroku Yamamoto's attack plan from the Operational Art perspective, the link between strategy and tactics, this paper demonstrates that the plan was operationally sound, and its execution was operationally and tactically successful, but with several significant flaws in both, creating detrimental strategic implications. The lessons derived from this examination, more than fifty years after the event, validate the current U.S. military emphasis on learning and applying operational art.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE—WAR IS IMMINENT

Prior to the 1930s, Japan had not lost a war since her founding nearly 2,600 years before. By mid 1940, however, Japan's three year old war with China had become highly problematic; the war was in a stalemate, and the United States was threatening to terminate oil and scrap steel shipments if Japan did not withdraw. Japan's new national objective was to secure Southeast Asia for vital strategic and food resources, most especially oil, in order to sustain the war in
China, the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere (GEACPS or Southern Resources Area) was conceived. Both parties held fast to their respective negotiating positions, and in July 1941 the United States established an oil embargo, and froze Japan's assets; oil stocks began to drain rapidly. Requiring access to oil or see her military machine grind to a halt, Japan now felt compelled to forcibly seize territory from Malaya south to the Dutch East Indies. Realizing that such a move would bring her into conflict with the United States, Great Britain, the Netherlands, and possibly Australia, Japanese leaders considered the issue was not if there would be war, but rather, when.

OBJECTIVES

"The focus of the...plan is the extension of operational reach, and the denial of operational reach to the opponent." (emphasis added) - Milan N. Vego

The addition to Japanese national strategic objectives of securing vital natural resources in the GEACPS was translated into a military strategy of (1) fight a limited war with the United States and Great Britain; only limited territorial concessions were sought from them, (2) forcibly take control of the Southern Resources Area, and (3) establish a defensive perimeter through the Pacific islands on the eastern flank. Her leaders sought to replace the decades old defensive naval strategy in which the Japanese battleship fleet would wait in home waters for the decisive encounter, while the U.S. battleship fleet maneuvered west across the
Pacific. Carrier-based air forces and attack submarines would significantly attrite the Americans as they approached. A new offensive strategy was envisioned that included a decisive defeat of the U.S. Pacific Fleet before it could be brought to bear near Japan's home waters. These men believed that a series of only a few decisive battles lost by U.S. forces would so demoralize the American people that the U.S. Government would negotiate a peace on terms favorable to Japan's expansionist goals without a protracted conflict; this was Japan's desired (strategic) end state.

Against this backdrop, and knowing that Japan could not win a war of attrition against the United States, in January 1941 ADM Yamamoto, the Commander in Chief (CINC), Combined Fleet, conceived of a preemptive air strike on the U.S. Pacific Fleet at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. Calling the plan Operation Hawaii, his operational objective was to "cripple the U.S. Pacific Fleet severely at the beginning of hostilities," "mak[ing] it impossible for the United States to attack Japan's flank while she was engaged in the conquest of the Southern Resources Area." This attack would support the Japanese southern offensive planned to commence immediately upon opening hostilities, thus allowing the Japanese forces time to establish an impregnable defensive barrier before the Pacific Fleet could respond. Additionally, ADM Yamamoto was "counting heavily on smashing the morale of the American people by sinking as many [carriers and] battleships as possible."
IDENTIFICATION OF ENEMY CRITICAL FACTORS

Analysis of historical records reveals that the Imperial Japanese Naval leaders assessed the American Pacific forces as follows:

**Critical Strengths**

**Strategic:**
- American industrial capacity
- Very large manpower pool
- Resource self-sufficiency

**Operational:**
- Three fast carriers: Enterprise, Lexington, and Saratoga
- The battleship fleet
- Land based air forces

**Critical Weaknesses**

**Strategic:**
- Will of the American population to fight a war in the Western Pacific

**Operational:**
- Predictability of Fleet routine, particularly regarding weekends in port.
- Pearl Harbor's geography, with one narrow channel entrance which constrained the massed fleet and land based aircraft at a location from which they could not sortie quickly.

The Naval General Staff and ADM Yamamoto missed several significant factors. No one seemed to have recognized the vitality of the port's support infrastructure; particularly noteworthy was the adjacent 4.5 million barrel oil tank farm, and that Pearl Harbor was the primary American advanced base from which to stage future operations in the Pacific, both defensive and offensive. Additionally, the Japanese planners appear to have ignored the submarine side of the harbor for which Japanese shipping would pay dearly, and
the shipyard repair capabilities soon to prove their essential
worth.

THE OPERATIONAL SCHEME

ADM Yamamoto's bold, unconventional plan\(^{42}\) was developed
by several of Japan's few aviation-minded senior naval
officers, Rear Admiral (RADM) Takijiro Onishi,\(^ {43}\) and Commander
Minoru Genda, an experienced air staff officer and flier with
a grasp of air power's capabilities, and a daring aviation
inovator,\(^ {44}\) in today's parlanse, an out of the box thinker.
The essential aspects of the plan as approved by the Naval
General Staff in the fall or 1941 are:

A. The attack must take the Americans completely
   by surprise.
B. The main target of the attack will be the U.S.
carriers. The second priority target will be
the land based aircraft on Oahu.
C. All six Japanese Navy carriers must be used.
D. The attack will utilize all types of bombing:
torpedo, dive, and high-level.
E. Fighter planes will play an active role,
   protecting the bombers enroute to and from
the strike.
F. The attack will take place in daylight,
as close to dawn as possible.
G. Refueling at sea will be necessary; there-
fore, tankers will accompany the task force.
H. Submarines will serve to blockade the port to
prevent any ships from escaping the air attack,
to cut off Hawaii from the American mainland,
and to provide the main force with intelligence.
I. All planning and training must be conducted
   in strict secrecy.\(^ {45}\)

The operations method of defeating the American
operational center of gravity (COG), the Pacific Fleet, was
to attack it directly with overwhelming force, focusing on
carriers, thus exploiting the critical vulnerability of the harbor geography at a time when the American forces were expected to be little prepared to defend or counter the attack.46

Not having identified the strategic importance of Oahu's bases, Operation Hawaii failed to address an important avenue by which the American COG could have been indirectly attacked and eventually would be regenerated. Had the U.S. naval and army forces at Oahu been forced to pull back 2,000 miles to California for sustainment47 due to destruction of shore facilities, the Japanese would have had several years to consolidate their gains while Pearl Harbor's support capabilities were rebuilt, rather than only a few months.48

COMMAND STRUCTURE

"Subordinate [forces] should not be put under the command of...the most cautious men. The right men...are the most enterprising ones." (emphasis in original)
- Carl von Clausewitz49

In accordance with Japanese naval tradition, ADM Yamamoto selected the most senior officers in line for operational commands for Operation Hawaii without regard to types of experience.50 Vice Admiral (VADM) Nagumo was appointed CINC, 1st Air Fleet/Pearl Harbor Carrier Strike Fleet.51 Under Nagumo, Rear Admirals Yamaguchi and Hara commanded the 2nd and 5th Carrier Divisions (CARDIVs) respectively. VADM Nagumo was also assigned as commander of the 1st CARDIV. ADM Yamamoto appointed VADM Shimizu to command the 6th Fleet (Submarines)/Pearl Harbor Advance Force. See Figure 1.
The leadership concern of these appointments surrounds the experience of these men; none had any expertise in the areas they were to command; admirals Nagumo, Yamaguchi and Hara all had little experience with aviation. Admirals Nagumo and Hara were shipboard torpedo experts, and RADM Yamaguchi was a skilled attaché and surface officer. VADM Shimizu had never set foot on board a submarine before this assignment.

Further, other than ADM Yamamoto none of these flag officers had been involved with developing Operation Hawaii. Neither VADM Nagumo nor his Chief of Staff, RADM Kusaka, had faith in it, or in naval aviation as a primary weapon. One, therefore, is not surprised to learn that VADM Nagumo, at RADM Kusaka's recommendation, executed the plan timidly, and failed to exploit opportunities created by the success of the two planned strike waves.

Aside from these professional background concerns, it also must be highlighted that the unifying command of Operation Hawaii remained with ADM Yamamoto, who did not command from on the scene; he stayed behind in the Inland Sea aboard his flag ship Nagato.

DIRECTION/AXIS

Due to the great distance involved, over 3,300 miles, and the vital need to avoid any detection of the advancing carrier task force, an indirect, northern route, very infrequently
used in the late fall through winter, was selected. On 26 November 1941, the Pearl Harbor Carrier Strike Fleet silently sortied from a remote northern bay in the Kuriles and then transited easterly through stormy seas, refueling enroute, to reach the vicinity of Hawaii eleven days later. Following the air strike, the Fleet withdrew to the northwest for redeployment in support of Japan's advance to the south, and return to Japan's home waters and naval ports. This maneuver along a long, single external line of operation, a remarkable feat for a heretofore home waters navy, achieved all of its intentions; the force encountered only one ship, a Soviet merchantman, and no aircraft while enroute, and arrived on time with the forces ready to perform their attack mission. See Figure 2.

The submarine forces had sailed from southern Japanese ports along a route across the Central Pacific. After refueling at Kwajalein and the Marshalls, they proceeded to Oahu to lie silently in wait for the events of 7 December.

**SECTORS OF EFFORT**

The Pearl Harbor strike was a Sector of Secondary Effort; it was an operational fire intended to restrict the Pacific Fleet's freedom of movement, to isolate American forces from Southeast Asia and prevent reinforcement of forces already in the Philippines. The Sector of Main Effort was south of Japan through the South China and Philippine Seas into Southeast Asia. Although it used all of Japan's large fast carriers, Operation Hawaii applied economy of force; besides the six carriers, the Pearl Harbor strike support force was
composed of only two battleships, two heavy cruisers, one light cruiser with ten destroyers, and three submarines.⁶⁸ For the main effort air forces were land based on Formosa and Indochina,⁶⁹ and the vast majority of the Imperial Japanese Navy was organized into three large, mixed fleets under the Southern Command.⁷⁰

OPERATIONAL SEQUENCING

Having trained for the Pearl Harbor strike throughout the summer of 1941, the Carrier Strike Fleet was well rehearsed for its mission.⁷¹ Successful execution of Operation Hawaii, however, depended upon more than the Fleet's thorough preparations; carefully coordinating the attack with diplomatic efforts was crucial.⁷² As planned, the attack would occur 30 minutes after Japan's ambassador had delivered a letter to the American Secretary of State, expressing that Japan thereby broke off negotiations regarding Japan's military forces in Indochina.⁷³ The ambassador was, however, several hours late in delivering the Japanese ultimatum, delivering it approximately one hour after the strike had begun.⁷⁴ This delay greatly vilified the Japanese in the hearts and minds of the American people.⁷⁵

The air strike was conducted very nearly precisely as planned; the carrier force arrived at the launch point on time, the waves were launched on time, and the first attackers arrived over Oahu and commenced their attack runs within minutes of the schedule. Being informed only that the attack
was to go forward, VADM Nagumo, his subordinate commanders, and their staffs could only hope that the diplomatic letter had been properly delivered.

**OPERATIONAL SECURITY AND SIMPLICITY**

A prerequisite of ADM Yamamoto's plan was to secure its secrecy. Through operational security (OPSEC), the CINC and his operational commanders sought to conceal the plan's existence, the movement of surface forces to Etorofu, and their maneuver to Hawaii. During the intensive training and rehearsing during the summer and early fall 1941, efforts to maintain OPSEC remained paramount. Strict radio silence was maintained during the movement and maneuver phases. The northern transit route selected for the carrier force, despite the challenges of underway refueling during winter, reflected the importance the planners placed on OPSEC.

The Japanese Navy continued to broadcast messages on normal 1st Air Fleet frequencies. The purpose was to confuse American radio direction finding and message traffic analysis. It was successful; the Pacific Fleet headquarters assumed that the carriers were still in home waters.

The basically simple plan to effect a two wave air strike on the U.S. Pacific Fleet capital ships and land based aircraft was at the same time very complex. It required navigating a great distance by dead reckoning, conducting multiple challenging underway refuelings during high sea states, precise timing by multiple task forces, all done under
cover of radio silence, and hinged heavily upon achieving surprise. Operation Hawaii relied upon cooperation of the enemy, and the weather for success; it depended upon the carriers being in harbor (none were in port on 7 December), the Americans remaining unaware of presence of the approaching task forces, moonlight before dawn for the launch, and clear skies for visual identification of targets over Oahu. Further, the aggressive schedule did not provide flexibility to resolve difficulties encountered enroute.

INTELLIGENCE

"An army without secret agents [i.e. intelligence] is exactly like a man without eyes and ears." - Sun-Tzu

The Japanese made extensive use of intelligence data provided by military agents attached to the Japanese Embassy in Washington, and the consulate in Honolulu to ascertain fleet operating plans, intentions, underway routines, forces present in port (see figure 3), maritime patrol patterns, reports of force readiness, and assessment of the level of awareness of Japanese intentions. Additional last minute Pacific Fleet locations was provided by the Advance Force submarines.

What the Japanese did not know was that their OPSEC was significantly compromised; many of their diplomatic radiograms were being intercepted, decoded, and translated by the Americans. Had the Americans better pieced together known information, more clearly relayed it from Washington to Oahu, and operating force commanders acted upon it, U.S. forces
could have prepared for the arrival of Operation Hawaii forces\textsuperscript{90} and easily eliminated VADM Nagumo's freedom of movement if not decimated his air force and several carriers, as had been demonstrated in war games conducted by the Japanese in September 1991.\textsuperscript{91}

What the Americans did not know is equally significant. For several weeks before the attack, the intelligence community had lost track of Japan's CARDIVs.\textsuperscript{92} Yet, the American commanders did not effect adequate precautions, basing preparations on evaluated Japanese intentions, not capabilities; the Pacific Fleet command assumed the carriers were still near Japan.\textsuperscript{93} From Washington to Oahu, American military commanders focused their concerns on the anticipated Japanese southward advance in the Far East, and the American forces on Luzon;\textsuperscript{94} for the immediate future Hawaii was imagined safe.\textsuperscript{95}

**OPERATIONAL SYNCHRONIZING**

Operation Hawaii brought VADM Nagumo's overwhelming air power to the decisive place and time without detection. The operational momentum thus achieved enabled the attackers to accomplish the assigned strikes, and withdraw before the Americans could effectively organize a defense.\textsuperscript{96} There were, however, no planned branches (alternative courses of action) to accommodate the Pacific Fleet fast carriers not being in port, nor any consideration of planning possible sequels (follow-on actions) should the air strike prove especially effective.\textsuperscript{97} Further, there was no coordination between VADM
Nagumo's Carrier Strike Fleet and VADM Shimizu's Submarine Advance Force once each was underway. 98

The Advance Force was all but ineffective. 99 The five midget submarines either were detected and sunk, or grounded before the air strike; all failed to satisfactorily execute the plan. 100 Likewise, the fleet submarine blockade of Oahu after the air strike appears to have been totally ineffective; 101 the only noteworthy achievement of the submarine force occurred a full month after the raid, when an I-Class submarine disabled the fast carrier Saratoga, recently returned to Hawaiian waters from being upgraded on the U.S. West Coast, 102 forcing her withdrawal back to the Puget Sound for repairs. She would effectively be out of the fight until the Summer of 1942. 103

ANTICIPATION OF CULMINATION POINT

"Everything in war is simple, but the simplest thing [becomes] difficult." - Carl von Clausewitz 104

After the recovery of the two waves of strike aircraft, VADM Nagumo was uneasy, sensing he was near culmination. 105 Supported by his chief of staff, he elected to withdraw despite urging by his seasoned aviation staff officers, Commanders Genda and Fuchida, to exploit the Japanese advantage by pressing a second strike on additional targets such as the fuel farm, submarine piers, the shipyard and aircraft repair shops, or additional ships, or to locate and pursue the American carriers. 106 Further, ADM Yamamoto did not provide VADM Nagumo additional guidance of his intent; ADM
Yamamoto refused to intervene. The cautious, unimaginative Nagumo still was not convinced enough of the primacy of naval aviation to make an ad hoc branch decision; Thus, in the "fog of war" the Japanese forces lost their momentum to inflict more devastating damage on the forces and facilities on Oahu.

Upon his arrival at Pearl Harbor to assume duty as CINC, U.S. Pacific Fleet later in December, Admiral Chester Nimitz wondered why the Japanese had not finished the job; the shipyard was in good condition, the submarine base had hardly been touched, the nearly full fuel farm was intact, and most of the damaged cruisers and several battleships would soon be ready for operations. Additionally, the three aircraft carriers and their attendant cruisers and destroyers, all away during the attack, were not affected. The new CINC knew that the old battleships, now in ruins, wouldn't have been players with carrier battle groups; being substantially slower, they could not keep up. The Pacific Fleet was far from being out of the fight.

LESSONS LEARNED

Upon reflection of this examination of Operation Hawaii from the perspective of Operational Art, several lessons applicable to contemporary operational planning and execution may be drawn. This list is by no means exhaustive:

* Identification of the opponent's critical factors (strengths and weaknesses, vulnerabilities and centers of gravity) must be accurate. Failure to do so results
in making inaccurate assumptions, and planning a flawed operation with unintended consequences.

* Unity of command at the operational level enhances successful synchronization, sequencing and cooperation in plan execution. This cannot be overemphasized.

* Select officers in operational command who have the appropriate experience and initiative. Coupling this with decentralized authority to execute contributes to quickly responding to changing circumstances.

* Preplan options into the basic plan (known as branches) and envision possible actions to take upon completion of the operation (known as sequels). Doing so builds in flexibility, allowing the commander to remain alert for the unexpected and to capitalize on opportunities to exploit the situation; the commander preserves his/her freedom of action and momentum, while denying those to the opponent.

* Employ deception to conceal one's own intentions and actions until it is too late for the opponent to react. Plan deception as an integral part of the operation.

**CONCLUSION**

"Know the enemy and know yourself; in a hundred battles you will never be in peril." - Sun-Tzu

The Japanese Navy's attack on Pearl Harbor has often been considered a strategic failure; the American government and people responded by rapidly accelerating mobilization efforts for the War in the Pacific rather than quickly seeking a negotiated settlement. That Japan's military leaders so badly misread the American people does not, however, invalidate Operation Hawaii's operational and tactical success as an operational fire for Japan's southern advance. Noted military historian and strategist B. H. Liddell Hart commented,

"The coup brought three great advantages to Japan. [1] The U.S. Pacific Fleet was...put out of action,
[2] The operations in the Southwest Pacific were made secure against naval interference, and...
[3] The Japanese were now allowed more time to extend and build up their defensive ring.119

The first of Liddell Hart's observations was precisely ADM Yamamoto's operational objective for Operation Hawaii. The second and third achievements directly fulfilled two of the three parts of Japan's military strategy for the Pacific War. Further, the results of the Pearl Harbor attack directly supported execution of Japan's national strategic objective to secure vital oil resources in the Southern Resources Area. How well did this work? As cited by Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz and historian Elmer B. Potter, the U.S. Pacific Fleet was not able to begin offensive operations in the Pacific until March 1943,120 fifteen months after the Pearl Harbor attack, and a year after the Japanese had achieved their main objective of conquering the Philippines, the Netherlands East Indies, Burma, and Malaya. The cost to Japan in the southern operations was very light, suffering only a few thousand casualties, and no naval losses larger than a destroyer.121

The operational flaw often noted is two-fold: the operation's planners failed to target Pearl Harbor's oil tanks, the submarine base, and shipyard repair shops; and the raid missed their prime targets, the Pacific Fleet carriers. Without these vital shore facilities, and the availability of the three Pacific Fleet carriers, the Fleet's recovery would have been much slower, delaying the American offensive until a much later date. These flaws or oversights not withstanding, the
Japanese Navy's air strike on Pearl Harbor must be considered a success.

ADM Yamamoto tried to destroy all of the U.S. Pacific Fleet carriers one more time in June 1942. In Operation Midway, known in the United States as the Battle of Midway, the Japanese lost four fast carriers, a heavy cruiser, and 322 aircraft. Particularly irreplaceable, however, was the loss of over 100 experienced pilots. This major defensive victory for the Americans, Japan's first naval battle loss in the modern age, marked the turning point in the Pacific War.122
Figure 1:

OPERATION HAWAII TASK FORCE ORGANIZATION

Chief, Naval General Staff (ADM Nagano)

CINC, Combined Fleet (ADM Yamamoto)

CINC, 1st Air Fleet/Com, Pearl Harbor Carrier Strike Fleet (VADM Nagumo)

CINC, 6th Flt Sub)/Com, Pearl Harbor Advance Force (VADM Shimizu)

Combined Fleet Main Body (Remained in the Inland Sea)

1 Cruiser
25 Flt Subs
5 Midget Subs

2 Light Carriers
6 Battleships
2 Light Cruisers
13 Destroyers

Com, 1st CARDIV (VADM Nagumo)

Com, 2d CARDIV (RADM Yamaguchi)

Com, 5th CARDIV (RADM Hara)

Akagi
Kaga

Soryu
Hiryu

Shokaku
Zuikaku

1st Supply Train

2d Supply Train

Com, Pearl Harbor Support Force (VADM Mikawa)

2d SUBDIV
3 I-Class Flt Submarines

Com, 1st DESRON (RADM Omori) (1 Cruiser)

5 Tankers

3 Tankers

3rd Battleship DIV
2 Battleships

8th Cruiser DIV
2 Heavy Cruisers

7th DESDIV
2 Destroyers

17th DESDIV
4 Destroyers

18th DESDIV
4 Destroyers
Figure 2:

ROUTE OF PEARL HARBOR STRIKING FORCE
NOVEMBER - DECEMBER 1941

- [Map details]
  - Rendezvous 22 November
  - Battle 25 November
  - Refueling point 3 December
  - 3 November 170°E
  - 37°N 173°E
  - 37°N 172°W
  - 31°N 158°W
  - 30°N
  - 28°N 170°E
  - 21-23 December
  - Wake Island
  - Attacked 8 December
  - Surrendered 23 December
  - Shelled by 3 destroyers 2400 December 7
  - Midway Island
  - Planes recovered
  - Launching point 25th 7 December
  - Kauai
  - Oahu
  - Maui
  - Hawaii
  - Johnston Atoll
  - Bethel
  - Sydney Force 4 December
The position of ships in Pearl Harbor just before the attack.
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